GFMD Mobile App

The GFMD Mobile App is an application that can be used on both iOS and Android devices.

It is a sustainable, long-term and reusable solution offering a multitude of features.

Its aim is to simplify access to information about the GFMD.
Increasing interaction

- Secured Area (Requires Login)
- Live conference feedback (when logged in)
- Ability for trusted participants to start new policy question
Seamless integration with the existing GFMD Web Portal so focal point credentials can be used for Summit registration and other secure features.

- Secured Area (Requires Login)
- User friendly form with the ability to upload a "selfie" through the mobile device
Latest documents hosted on the website will be immediately synchronised with the App.

* Calendar view of meetings with relevant Documents, and map locations
* Ability to add events to one’s personal calendar
Direct Communications through push notifications

* Mobile notifications when:
  1. An event is about to start
  2. New prepared statement uploaded
  3. New policy question added
  4. New Newsletter / Web article published
  5. New Quips and Clips published

* Ability to customise the notifications to specific needs
Access to Media

- Access to GFMD Video and photo galleries
Integrated "Chat" to encourage networking.

“Discussion Boards” used to increase interactivity by enabling users to post comments and ideas which can then be seen by everybody.

“Business Card” to facilitate the sharing of contact details between participants.

Login will be required for all sections of the App. Currently open until focal points receive usernames and passwords for 2017.
GFMD App Timeline

* 10/03/2017 - Identification of Requirements
* 03/04/2017 - Approval of Requirements
* 10/4/2017 – Start of Development
* 10/4/2017 -> 15/5/2017 On-going Development and testing
* 15/5/2017 – Expected End of Development and Submission to App Store / Play Store
* 20/5/2017 – GFMD App goes live!
* Until 14 June – Submission of prepared statements, conference documents